GILL SAKAKINI: CREATIVE PIONEER PASTOR
The brief for our ideal creative Pioneer Pastor was completed in prayerful hope,
believing that if God provided someone with even half the desired attributes, they
would be a great asset to the benefice as a whole and the community of Shepton in
particular: a Pastor with a strong and confident Bible-based faith, able to discern and
action God’s intentions within the community outside church, engaging, enabling,
encouraging, non-judgemental, a bringer of joy, with spiritual imagination,
emotional intelligence and artistic talent.

Gillian Cudmore Sakakini was born in Lincolnshire, the eldest child of Methodist
parents from whom she inherited her strong and abiding faith.
After studying for a BA Honours degree in French & Fine Art at Roehampton
University in London, Gill undertook PGCE training in Cambridge to become a
teacher of French and Religious Education.
Armed with this she headed off to Limoges for a year as a Foreign Language assistant
at a large Lycée, developed an enduring love of porcelain and enamel, and met
Steve, also an FL assistant, from America.
Two years later they re-met travelling around Europe.
The following year, Steve and Gill married and moved to the United States.

Their first year in El Paso, Texas, bordering Mexico, was something of a culture shock:
the extreme contrast between wealth and poverty either side of the Rio Grande
River was an unexpected sight in a first world country – but Gill made the most of
her time, and began learning Spanish.
The next seven years were spent living in Northern Virginia, close to Washington DC,
where Gill was a primary school teacher, before Steve’s work brought them to the
UK, along with their two young children, Maddy and Aidan.
Over the following sixteen years Gill combined her teaching of French and her
practice of art with undertaking courses in Christian Studies, and Christianity & the
Arts.
By 2013 she was feeling strong stirrings towards seeking ordination and in 2016 was
recommended for training through a two-year MA in Theology, Mission and Ministry
at St Mellitus College, London, validated by Durham University where her daughter
Maddy had studied French and Arabic.
During these two years of study she found the time, with Karen Case-Green, to
devise and produce a book and course, ‘Imaging the Story; Rediscovering the Visual
and Poetic Contours of Salvation’, centred around the premise that our Creator God
endorses and encourages human creativity, and gives the Holy Spirit to those He
calls to create (such as Bezalel and Oliab in The Book of Exodus).

Following her ordination in 2018, Gill became the Curate at St Mary’s, Tadley North,
in the Diocese of Winchester, where she pioneered at the ‘edge of the box’ and
watched for creative sparks through which to show the light of Jesus.
One day a week she worked with Dean Catherine in Winchester Cathedral to explore
ways of engaging creatively with the wider community in Winchester diocese, a
partnership which led to projects with local schools, participations with coffee shops,

curating exhibitions, setting up Art festivals and, during the summer of 2020, an
installation within the Cathedral which caught the attention of the national press.

***
In March 2021, Gill, Steve and their 2-year-old black labrador, Raffy, moved to a
cottage in Cranmore.

RI: Please tell us a little bit about your family.
GS: My husband, Steve, trained as an accountant but now works in IT for mainly
French clients, currently online, as with everything.
Our daughter Maddy (27) teaches French at a school in Regent’s Park in London, and
our son Aidan (25) is a printmaker and stylist in America, with a particular interest in
printing fabrics.
RI: In your capacity as an artist, which artist’s work do you most admire and why?

GS: I have great respect and admiration for Cezanne's work. His colour theory and
mark-making influenced my own and was key in shaping much contemporary art. I
also love Provence where he painted.
RI: When you saw the advertisement for a creative Pioneer Pastor, what did you
think?
GS: This role made my heart sing! A bold and aspirational description which ignited a
bold and adventurous response in me. It resonated strongly because I feel I am
distinctively called to be an artist, priest and pioneer, employing the Christian
imagination to enable all people to discover and know God’s love and hope through
making.
RI: How do you hope to impact Shepton’s creative community?
GS: My vocation is as an Artist-Priest and teacher. I want to model creative church
into the community, allaying any fears or suspicions there might be. I want to
encourage people to use the eyes of the heart to engage with God, community and
creation through arts and crafts.
RI: What do you see as your first priority?
GS: To get to know the artistic community here and really connect with them. To
discern where God is at work and join in. I am looking forward to getting to know the
church family across the benefice too.
RI: What forms of art do you specialise in?
GS: My degree was in Fine Art and I still paint and draw a lot, but I also work with
textiles and installations. However the key with creativity is not the medium itself,
but what is made from the medium and the process; what that medium is revealing.
I have an image of this area of Somerset being shrouded in a mist gradually lifting to
reveal different shapes and forms, which will emerge at different times and indicate
the next steps.
RI: How do you hope people will respond to your art?
GS: There is a Greek word, ekphrasis, which means a literary description of, or
commentary on, a visual work of art. Such as W H Auden’s poem about Pieter
Brueghel’s painting ‘Landscape with the Fall of Icarus’. I hope to encourage others to
respond in creative ways to what they see and hear and read, art responding to
poetry.
RI: Art responding to art, as part of God’s heart?
GS: One of my favourite quotes is Emily Dickinson’s: ‘Art can tell the truth, but tell it
slant’. I’ve recently discovered a poem by Emily Dickinson called “The Tender
Pioneer” which speaks of Christ, “… His sure foot preceding” inviting us to make
something of the world. I pray I will be a sensitive and enabling Pioneer too.
RI: How would you describe yourself?
GS: Hopeful, positive, enthusiastic, letting others be just who they are, with the
passion and compassion God set deep within me for creation, creatures and
creatives, and artists and artisans in particular.

RI: If you were able to invite six people, living or dead, to dinner, who would you
choose?
GS: Since moving here the first one would have to be a mystery guest, St Aldhelm
(since I've never heard of him)! Others would be Ralph Vaughan Williams and
Caravaggio, plus three great friends with whom to share the experience.
RI: As someone who has achieved a lot already in your life, what are three things still
on your bucket list?
GS: Pilgrimages to the Holy Land and to Santiago de Compostella, and to live in a
house that was once a chapel because I delight in the inspiration of architects who
reimagine space, and I’d find it meaningful to dwell among walls embedded with
prayers, praise, and stories, and to continue Christian hospitality and welcome there.
Those who know Gill well have described her as a strong Christian, creatively-gifted,
an excellent teacher, pastorally-sensitive, a strong communicator and networker,
encouraging and inspiring, a gifted priest and bridge-builder.
Perhaps the last word should be from Gill’s most recent employer:
‘Thank you for creating a role in which she will fly.’
We feel blessed to welcome Gill.

